Eliminate expensive, on-premise print infrastructure with a secure and flexible cloud-based print solution.

Organizations moving core business infrastructure to the cloud with Microsoft 365 may want to go a step further. Universal Print provides a convenient way to migrate your print servers to the cloud while providing a simple and central way to connect your Windows 10 PC users to your printers.

But companies need advanced security, cost control, and cloud print for all operating systems used in the business, including Mac, Chrome OS, and mobile devices. That’s when you need a flexible, dependable print management solution to complete the circle.

Xerox® Workplace Cloud can help by seamlessly connecting your team’s technology and providing the perfect complement to Universal Print. Unlock the advanced print management capabilities you need:

- Easy cloud print for Mac, Chrome OS, iOS, and Android
- Convenient card and mobile authentication to control access to printers and MFPs
- Pull Print feature for secure document release
- Powerful report functions including usage analytics, accounting, and print rules
- Easy mobile printing – even for guests

Keeping it secure

Print to a single print queue and securely release jobs on any printer. With a swipe of a badge or tap of a phone, you have a convenient and secure way for users to access printers and release jobs. Have the peace of mind of knowing that only authorized users can access sensitive data at the MFP.

Seamless transition to the cloud

In just a few simple steps, you can register your Microsoft 365 account with Xerox® Workplace Cloud, and all your printers are instantly connected.

Simple setup

Enable a single Workplace Cloud print queue for all your users, and the job is done. Set print rules with Azure Active Directory groups to enforce cost-saving measures.

Complete mobility

Xerox® Workplace Cloud provides cloud connectivity from Mac, Chrome OS, iOS, Android, and more - giving simple, secure connectivity from any device and any location.

Complete visibility

Gain access to the data visualization tools you need from Workplace Cloud Analytics to make it easy to see all the ways to fine-tune your print ecosystem and unlock time and cost savings. Generate reports with cost accounting and project codes to charge back to departments or projects.

Cost control

Reporting and analytics tools provide a better line of sight across the fleet and uncover workflow inefficiencies or cost-saving opportunities. Use print rules to limit print expenditure and encourage more responsible print habits.

Discover what workplace solutions can do for your organization.
Learn more at www.xerox.com/WorkplaceSolutions